Elm City Market, New Haven, CT

Style M159
Ovalinear®
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Exterior Banners:
Dimensions: 5' to 7' wide x 10' tall graphics, forming nominal 13' x 10' (2-panel),
21' x 10' (3-panel) and 26' x 10' (4-panel) target surfaces
Lighting: (15) M159-020G-X-08-1-V0-0 exterior wall washers on 30" long
ACG08300 cantilever supports, lighting (15) graphic panels
Estimated illuminance: 8 fc avg. initial on vertical banner surfaces
Estimated power density: 0.36 W/sf of illuminated graphic area

elliptipar Style M159 Ovalinear®
Elm City Market is a co-op grocery
store, part of mixed-use development
supporting the LEED-ND Platinum
certified 360 State Street apartment
community. Co-op member-owners
volunteer and save at the market; it
provides diverse high quality natural,
organic and conventional products,
minimizing food travel distances when
possible. Bulk, local, regional and
artisanal foods are available; cooking
and wellness classes inform shoppers.
Prepared foods and salad, sandwich
and burrito bars enhance the Wi-Fi
café.
The layout and mechanicals of the
market contributed to the LEED
certification of the larger project. A
high performance window wall lets
in light without heat. Electricity, heat,
and hot water use the onsite 400kw
fuel cell. High efficiency refrigeration
is networked to reuse waste heat and
refrigerant. Kitchen exhaust goes into
an energy recovery wheel; sensors
cue ventilation and exhaust. Interior
lighting is controlled in response
to daylight levels and occupancy.
Berkshire barn wood and some
recycled/refurbished equipment were
locally sourced.
Outside, cantilevered elliptipar Style
M159 Ovalinear® luminaires with
20W ceramic metal halide lamps
illuminate the corner signage for
the market, parking garage, and
apartments.

Style F164

High color rendition CMH lamps (81-85 CRI) are ideal for graphics, offering long life
(12,000 to 14,000 hours) as well as high lumen maintenance (75-80% at 40% life).

The compact Style M159 is also available in a variety of mountings for illuminating
overhead canopy structures as well as ground/landscaping areas. It is Cradle to Cradle
Certified , designating environmental safety and reusability in component materials.

Style M452

The integral-ballast Style M159 offers
an ingress protection rating of 66 (IP66).
An electrostatically-applied thermoset
polyester powder coat (1,000-hour salt
spray tested), available in a variety of
colors, assures a durable finish. Optional
cutoff visors help shield potential viewers
on the upper floors of opposing buildings.
Cradle to Cradle Certified CM is
a certification mark licensed
by the Cradle to Cradle
Products Innovation Institute.
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